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Different ambitions for editions I

Left:
David Chytraeus
to Erik Sparre, May
1591
 Online publication
of digitized
manuscripts or prints

Right: Matti Parvio,
Manuale seu
Exequiale Aboense
1522, Editio
stereotypa, Helsinki
1980
 reprint



Different ambitions for editions II

Left: Johannes
Habermann,
Christliche Gebet
1567, ed, Johann
Anselm Steiger,
2009

Right: Martin
Bucer,
Deutsche
Schriften, ed.
Robert
Stupperich,
1978



The surplus of an edition

• Duplication of
manuscripts, rare books

• Readability through
transcription

• Enhancement through
indices, register,
commentary

Left: Martin
Bucer,
Deutsche
Schriften,
ed. Robert
Stupperich,
1978



From Digital to Print to Digital to Print to…

Repository
for texts

Intelligent
Searches and
Interlinking

[Digital]
Edition

PDF/Printed
book

Printed
Book/PDF

I have a dream:

1) Digital repositories of texts, artifacts

etc. (”Google-book-like” – but: Fulltexts)

offer plentiful material for enhancement

of source material

2) (At least half-)automated interlinking

of the source material to other texts,

revealing citations, allusions etc. Digging

into data (http://diggingintodata.org/about)

3) This leads to: better results, new

knowledge, enables quantitative analysis

http://diggingintodata.org/about


A book binding as an example:

Then Swenska
psalmeboken 1582



Unveiling the cultural content
• So called German Renaissance Binding with blind stamps

• Front of binding: Crucified Jesus, Mary and evangelisten John, with the
motto Vere languoros nostros ipse tulit et peccata nostra (a variation of
Jesaja 53,4: Vere languores nostros ipse tulit et dolores nostros ipse
portavit [Vulgata] - Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our
sorrows – Online Edition of King Jame´s Bible)

• Back of the binding: Resurrected Christ – common scene on bookbindings
( Einbanddatenbank) but with the attached motto Peccatum et
mortem devicit et tartara Christus (= Kristus besegrade synden och
döden och helvetet) an example of the confessional culture of
protestantism (Google books leads me to Julius Samuel Held, "A
Protestant Source for a Rubens Subject", i: Dieuwke de Hoop Scheffer,
Carlos Van Hasselt & Christopher White (red.), Liber Amicorum Karel G.
Boon (Amsterdam 1974), s. 78–95, who refers to a Dutch painting with the
same scene and motto).

• Furthermore the motto refers to the Book of Concord (1580): mortem,
peccatum, diabolum, infernum et aeternam damnationem devicit (not
searchable yet in Fulltext – but even here Google books leads to the 2014
edition of the Book of Concord.



Retreiving new information – what is needed?
1) Repositories of texts – for Early Modern correspondences comprising

e.g.

 Different versions of the Scripture (Vulgata, Erasmus, Luther etc.)

 Ancient Greek and Latin authors

 Church Fathers

 Medieval authors

 Contemporary authors

2) Algorithms offering text mining/data mining in order to create an
intertextual analysis of the texts in the repository

3) Open access to older material still under copyright protection (Gregory
Crane: Getting to open data for Classical Greek and Latin: breaking
old habits and undoing the damage
https://sites.tufts.edu/perseusupdates/2015/03/04/getting-to-open-
data-for-classical-greek-and-latin-breaking-old-habits-and-undoing-
the-damage-a-call-for-comment/)

4) Stable digital preservation, guaranteed access for the future

https://sites.tufts.edu/perseusupdates/2015/03/04/getting-to-open-data-for-classical-greek-and-latin-breaking-old-habits-and-undoing-the-damage-a-call-for-comment/
https://sites.tufts.edu/perseusupdates/2015/03/04/getting-to-open-data-for-classical-greek-and-latin-breaking-old-habits-and-undoing-the-damage-a-call-for-comment/
https://sites.tufts.edu/perseusupdates/2015/03/04/getting-to-open-data-for-classical-greek-and-latin-breaking-old-habits-and-undoing-the-damage-a-call-for-comment/


Print or digital?

• Nearby all publications published during the last decade(s) are
digital born – the question of printed or digital is therefore not
really relevant

• Problems of digital material

 Unclear long term preservation

 Many different portals, websites, repositories – Sometimes a good
library is smoother and faster to use than searching the web for
relevant material

 Manuscripts and Gothic types not machine readable

• Advantages of digital material

 Smooth search possibilities

 No physical space required (in library or at home)



The Future…?

• Online resources for source material,
editions etc.
• Printed publications for monographs
and other published research results (or
both – printed and online)
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